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THE ONLY CRYPTOCURRENCY  WITH DWARF-POWER



"GET THAT GOLD,
FELLOW DWARVES..."

ABOUT DWARFCOIN

Dwarfcoin ist a purely community driven cryptocurrency that
takes its inspiration from the dwarves of fantastical literature.
It was started in November 2021 to provide the crypto space
with a unique, new and secure token with a clear use case.
It's main focus lies on usability and security. It was designed
as rug-proof and community owned. 
And just like the dwarves from fantasy land, Dwarfcoin has a
special relationship to gold - it rewards its holders in Elrond
($EGLD) reflections!



DWARVENOMICS

OUR FINANCIAL ECOSYSTEM

Dwarves love their gold, so they
go out every day and mine for
that precious yellow medal.

From every transaction with
$DWARF, we take a 10% tax.

Of these 10%, 6% go to our
$EGLD rewards, which are
redistributed to $DWARF
holders according to wallet size.

Dwarfcoin has a total supply of
1.000.000.000 tokens.

6 %
go to $EGLD rewards

3 %
go to our Liquidity Pool

1 %
goes to marketing

10 %
Tax on every transaction



SECURITY

SECURITY AND GAINZ FOR THE
DWARF-COMMUNITY

We know that the crypto community, especially newly minted BSC-
projects, is full of frauds, scammers and bad actors. That is why we
made our token scam-proof!

We installed an anti-whale feature where we limited max wallet size
to 2.5 % of the total supply. The max transaction size is set to 1 %, so
can't be one big transaction that kills the project in an instant.

Our devs renounced ownership of the contract, and we burned our
initial liquidity at launch, so there is no exit-scam or rugpull possible.

The marketing wallet is controlled with a mulit-signature application
that needs the confirmation of 3 out of 5 randomly selected
coomunity-members. That way the marketing wallet can not be
drained by developers.



THE ROADMAP

THE FUTURE OF DWARFCOIN

To take $DWARF
beyond the realm of
your typical meme-
coin, we are planning
great things for the
future.

NFTs
Every dwarf is unique,
so we are planning on
launching our very
own Dwarf-NFTs.
Date: Q 1 2022

DWARFSWAP
SInce you earn $EGLD
as a dwarf-holder, the
logical next step is our
own decentralized
exchange.
DATE: Q 1 2022

GAMING
We are already in
contacts to fantasy-
game developers to
bring $DWARF to the
crypto-gaming world.
DATE: Q 2 2022



UTILITY

LET YOUR DWARVES WORK
FOR YOU!

Dwarfcoin is a multi-use token on the BEP-20 platform. 
The very first use-case for Dwarfcoin is it reward-feature: we take 6%
of every transaction (buy and sell) and redistribute it as $EGLD to
Dwarfcoin-holders according to their wallet.size. 
This is a great incentive for our holders and makes dwarf a perfect
coin to earn rewards.

In the future, when the Dwarfswap exchange will launch and
Dwarfcoin will be implemented in fantasy crypto games, $DWARF
will be the currency within this environment.

In the near future, you will be able to pay transaction fees on
Dwarfswap with Dwarfcoin, buy NFTs with it and use it for ingame
purchases in our plannend fantasy crypto game.

So beginning in Q 1 of 2022, Dwarfcoin will not only be a reward-
generating token but also a multi-use cryptocurrency.

 



LINKS AND GROUPS

WHERE TO FIND DWARF...

Website: www.dwarfcoin.finance

Telegram: t.me/dwarfcoinofficial

Discord: www.discord.gg/HMeYfhG9

Reddit: www.reddit.com/r/dwarfcoin

Twitter: www.twitter.com/TheDwarfcoin

Instagram: www.instagram.com/dwarfcoin_official

Check out our website to find out more about
Dwarfcoin or join our Telegram. You can ask
questions there. We have a very active community
and answer all of your questions there!



www.dwarfcoin.finance


